MOTIONCOMPOSER

WORKSHOP FOR ALL

1 DAY

CONTENT
This workshop offers a set of activities and sessions of interactive music and dance to inclusive groups, where staff members are invited to join in.

While the staff members get to experience scenarios of use with MotionComposer, participants will explore, alone or in groups, some musical environments of the MC with creative possibilities of expression.

The session includes a 1h briefing with the staff, a common warm-up session, a feedback with the participants, followed by a debriefing with all staff members.

PUBLIC
The MotionComposer can be used by every age-group and with persons of all abilities, including those with severe cognitive or physical impairment.

Staff members (care givers, therapists, pedagogical team) are invited to join in.
Parents are also welcome.

PARTICIPANTS
Up til 18 with 1 workshop leader. Participants are divided into small groups. Each participate to a session.

LENGTH
7 hours including 1h lunchbreak. The planning of the day is made with you, according to the number of participants and the scheduling of your internal organization.

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
The workshop room should be min. 6x6 meters to allow free movements.
Make sure to provide a table, a chair and electricity.

PRICES
800 € + VAT with 1 workshop leader
1500 € + VAT with 2 workshop leaders

Plus transport and accommodation costs.